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(57) Abstract

A method and related computer system having

user-rinteraction that allows assignment of trigger objects to

one or more actions objects, both gathered from individual

pools (lists) of elements available to the system. 'Trigger" is

defined as a computer event that initiates execution of a script

of actions. The trigger can be: a) a mouse event (clicking on

a hypertext link; single and double clicking on an icon, a field,

or any program control area; pressing a button); b) a keyboard

event (pressing a key, or a sequence of keys); c) a voice

generated event and d) any software generated event (conditional;

scheduler generated; or any OLE object state). The action can

be: a) execution of any software module; b) invocation of a

method in a software object; c) setting or querying a property

in a software object. Whenever the user activates the trigger,

the system invokes the specified actions. The system makes
available to a user a way of defining and invoking a series of

computer actions once a triggering event occurs; executes the

desired actions; maintains and persists (remembers) the table

of associated trigger objects and action objects. The invention

is preferably implemented with an interactive computer system

having a keyboard or other user specified input device, a display,

and a user interface capable of initiating execution of one or

more application programs. The preferred use of the invention

is financial market quote application that incorporates multiple

financial service application programs.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR USER DEFINED INTERACTIONS

BETWEEN PLURALITY OF ACTIVE SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS

TECHNICAL FIELD

The invention relates generally to computer systems, which supports multiple

parallel execution of a plurality of application programs ("applications"). In particular,

the invention concerns a system and method using a user-definable software interaction

system (USIS) through which a user can assign from an action pool and a trigger pool

one or more actions (responses) to execute upon occurance of a triggering event

(condition).

BACKGROUND ART

The following items are defined as follows: "User'
1

is defined as a person using

a computer who has knowledge of the basic functionality of applications providing

varying degrees of specialized services (ranging from general, for example a word-

processor, to specific, for example a stock market activity monitor). In general, users do

not know the art of software programming. A "User-environment" is defined as a

configuration of a computer environment (that is hardware, software components, and

operating system) that is designed to facilitate the use of the components by a particular

user or type of user.

"Software component" is defined as a computer program that enhances the

usefulness and functionality in the combined utilization of the computer hardware and

operating system, such enhancements include allowing a user to perform tasks not

already supported by the operating system and improving upon the performance of tasks

already supported by the operating system. A software component can run

independently through operating system commands (as do executable files in the

Windows operating System, Windows is a trademark of the Microsoft Corporation) or

can require invocation by another software component currently being executed (as

ActiveX modules do when instantiated in an Object Linking and Embedding (OLE)

Container as discussed below). Software components can be used directly by users and

other software components. Software components accessed directly by the user through

.9940512AlJB>
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a user-interface for the purposes of completing specific kinds of tasks are also called

applications.

"Interface" is defined as a conceptual and operational communication point (a

point where data is passed or shared) between two participants in a system. An interface

can be either programmatic or user-driven. A programmatic interface can be

implemented in a variety ofways depending upon the computer environment (that is, the

operating system, hardware configuration, software configuration). Programmatic

interfaces assume that two participants (usually individual software components, but

also advanced scripting mechanisms provided by some applications) agree upon the

protocol for using the interface, wherein one or both participants expose (that is, make

visible and accessible) to the other participant a means of receiving, retrieving, and/or

modifying data. A software component can have multiple implementations of the same

interface, thus providing a variety means for communication with other participating

software components. In this invention, the interfaces used are implemented through

conventional methods (that is, Common Object Model (COM) interfaces, C++ methods,

and system calls) familiar to those skilled in the art of object-oriented Windows

programming (Windows is a trademark ofMicrosoft Corporation); other conventional

methods, however, can be used to implement the interfaces of which the invention

consists. A user-driven interface is also referred to as a "user-interface." A software

component may or may not have a user-interface, which typically renders or allows

manipulation of data relevant to an application. The user-interface includes a variety of

means of allowing input from the user and output to the user, such as the graphical

representation of data on a computer screen (for example, a document window, a stock

market ticker monitor), a graphical representation of means to manipulate application

data or other components of the computer environment (for example, buttons, menus,

dialog boxes), physical output devices (for example, sound devices, CRT displays),

physical input devices (for example, keyboards, mice, voice input mechanisms). In the

description below "interface" denotes a programmatic interface, unless specified

otherwise.

The invention assumes the existence of a computer environment providing one

or more means of allowing the user to input information and receive output through an

.994051 2A1_IB>
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interactive user-interface. One example is the graphical user-interface provided by the

many modern operating systems. A graphical user interface operates conventionally as a

windowing system such as that described in Chapter 13 of V. J. Mayhew's PRINCIPLES

AND GUIDELINES IN SOFTWARE USER INTERFACE DESIGN (USA:

5 Prentiss-Hall, 1992), pp. 437-457 Graphical user interfaces, or "GUIs" as they are often

designated, have become a popular feature of computers, especially personal computers

(PC). One of the many advantages of such GUIs is that they provide a quick and easy

platform to display frequently used or required data by selecting and manipulating

graphical display elements, such as icons, with a pointing device, such as a mouse. The

1 0 icons of a GUI are designed to behave in a manner similar to the objects they represent.

A GUI/operating system of the preferred embodiment reside within a computer-readable

media that allows one or more users to initiate the manipulation of displayed object

icons
;
and text on a device. Any suitable computer-readable media may retain the GUI

and operating system. The Apple Macintosh operating system, Microsoft Windows 98

15 or NT operating system, and UNIX X-Windows are common and very popular examples

of GUIs, illustrating the fact that the advantages of GUIs over conventional text-based

user interfaces are widely recognized. As a result of most PC using GUIs, a variety of

different means for organizing and navigating through various applications have been

developed. The operational capability of a user interface of the windowing system type

20 is fundamental to, but distinct from, the invention. The GUI includes conventional ways

for initiating and managing.application program execution and for initiating, managing,

activating, and deactivating application windows on the display. Apple and Macintosh

are trademarks of Apple Corporation.

The invention assumes the existence of a computer environment providing one

25 or more means of communication among software components through conventional

programmatic interfaces that can be tailored to specific purposes. An exemplary

embodiment enhances and customizes a conventional means of inter-software

communication present in the Windows operating system environment: "Object

Linking and Embedding" (OLE) automation by Microsoft Corporation ofRedmond,

30 Washington, is defined as a system of protocols and interfaces giving software

component developers the ability to create applications that expose objects to

BNSDOCID: <WO 994051 2A1JEfc>
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programming tools and macro languages for creating and manipulating objects exposed

in one application from another application and to create tools that access and

manipulate objects. OLE automation represents custom controls, which are part of the

Windows libraries suite. Custom controls provides programmers with the facility to

define commands, write program modules that correspond to the commands, and to list

and describe each Windows "instance" (that is, each manifestation of a template of a

Windows entity, such as a GUI window). Custom control supports the concept of

classes of instances, wherein each instance can be assigned to, and hence be described in

part by, one of a plurality of different instance type classes. A class is a template for

creating actual functioning of objects of a given type. The objects that have been

created of a given class are called instances ofthat class. Illustrative examples ofwell

known Windows custom controls are Visual Basic extensions (VBX) and Object

Linking and Embedding (OLE) Control extensions (OCX). Another example of a GUI

system with an analogous approach to OLE automation in compound document

architectures is the OpenDoc controls by Apple Computer, Inc. of Cupertino, CA

(OpenDoc is a trademark ofApple Corporation).

Many commercially available GUIs for various applications are based upon

windowing schemes, which support simultaneous execution of several applications.

Each executing application may be provided with one or more windows which affords

users a way to provide input to the executing application and to receive output from it.

In the available windowing schemes, even though several applications can be running

simultaneously, each updating their respective windows, the complex coordination of

multiple applications of different types of architectures within the user-environment is

limited to programmatic manipulation of interfaces provided by software components.

One particular user-interface, the Microsoft Windows (trademarks of Microsoft

Corporation) operating system, has provided a means of software interaction through

OLE automation. One problem OLE-type automation poses is the difficulty for users to

define complex reactions from a triggering event. Since the user generally does not

have the capability of writing batch or script programming for an application, the user

cannot script sophisticated interaction among applications in the user-environment. The

same is true of macro languages (such as, WordBasic, a scripting language provided in

DG40512A1JB>
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Microsoft WORD application program) that allow advanced users to program interfaces

provided by software components. Typically, users are not able to : script complex

interaction among different types of software components without using programmatic

means.

In the available windowing schemes, a method for allowing user to customize

simple procedures is often provided. These tools are, however, too simple to script

sophisticated interaction among a plurality of software components. One particular

user-interface, the Microsoft Windows (trademarks of Microsoft Corporation) operating

system, has provided in its applications the ability to associate an action (response) with

a triggering input event such as a single "click" on an icon, pressing a button, pressing a

hot or accelerator key (The customization dialog-boxes provided in Microsoft

applications, such as WORD and EXCEL, are examples of this form ofuser-definable

software customization). One problem with this form of user-definition is that scripting

is often limited to a one-to-one relationship between triggering events and subsequent

actions. Another problem is that these user-definition mechanisms do not provide a

means of incorporating triggers and actions provided by software components yet to be

included in the user-environment. Sometimes users can "record" macros to allow

scripting of multiple actions. One problem with this form of scripting is that, since

users can only record those actions immediately available in the user-environment, they

are limited to scripting those types of actions that are provided at the time the macro is

created. In other words, a macro must be completely recreated, if the user wants to

include actions and triggers provided by software components added to the user-

environment after the original recording, of the macro. Moreover, this kind of scripting

does not allow more sophisticated interaction among software components, such as

passing data not known at the time the macro is recorded or selectively choosing

software components based upon the context in which a triggering event occurs. In

other words, macro recording takes into consideration the contextual elements existing

at the time of script creation, but not the contextual elements existing at the time of

script execution.

The present invention provides a solution to these problems by allowing users to

non-programmatically script sophisticated software interaction. This concerns

9940512A1J8>
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interaction among software components that includes the triggering of not only a

singular action, but also series of actions that may or may not depend upon the

contextual information available in the user-environment (such as, property values of

software components or the state of activity in software components) at the time of

5 execution.

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION

The primary advantage of the present invention is to provide an efficient and

effective action manager method that allows the user to assign a list of one or multiple

actions (responses) to a single triggering event (condition), wherein the actions and

10 triggering events may occur in multiple software components not directly aware of each

others existence.

The invention comprises a programming method and related system of user-

interaction that allows assignment of a trigger elements to one or more actions elements,

both gathered from individual pools (lists) of elements available to the system. "Trigger"

15 is defined as a.computer event that initiates execution of a script of actions; a Trigger

can be: a) a mouse event (clicking on a hypertext link; single and double clicking on an

icon, a field, or any program control area; pressing a button); b) a keyboard event

(pressing a key, or a sequence of keys); c) a voice generated event and d) any software

generated event (conditional; scheduler generated; or any OLE object state). "Action" is

20 defined as a process or function that can be performed by a software component; An

action can be: a) execution of any software module; b) invocation of a method in a

software object; c) setting or querying a property in a software object. Whenever the

user activates the trigger, the system invokes the specified actions. The system makes

available to a user a way of defining and invoking a series of computer actions once a

25 triggering event occurs; executes the desired actions; maintains and persists

(remembers) the table of associated trigger objects and action objects (an association

also known as a "Trigger Script"). The trigger and action objects are also referred to

herein as triggers and actions. Moreover, the invention provides an executive means for

generating trigger providing software components and action providing software

30 components for assignment and execution at a users disposal by implementing

BNSOOCID: <WO 0S4O5 12A1_IB>
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programming interfaces making available trigger and actions objects. The invention is

preferably implemented with an interactive computer system having a keyboard or other

user specified input device, a display, and a user interface capable of initiating execution

of one or more application programs. The preferred use of the invention is financial

market quote application that incorporates multiple financial service application

programs.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWING

The foregoing and other objects, aspects, and advantages of the invention will be

better understood from the following detailed description of the preferred embodiment

of the invention with reference to the drawing, in which:

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a user-definable interaction system using the

invention;

..
FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating the method of assigning and configuring trigger

-^scripts for selected action objects used in the system of FIG. 1;

s- FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating the method of executing the trigger scripts that

. .are assigned as configured by the method in FIG. 2;

FIG.4 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary system for using the

invention;

FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating a terminal as used in FIG.4;

FIG. 6 shows an exemplary container application for using the invention in

financial market quote application used in the exemplary system of FIG. 4;

FIG.7 shows a way for inputting a trigger object to the action manager system in

the financial application shown in FIG. 6;

FIG. 8 shows a continuation of the process shown in FIG. 7; and

FIG. 9 shows a completion of the process shown in FIG. 8.

9940512A1J8>
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BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

I. System Description: Referring to FIG. 1 , a user-definable interaction software

system (USIS) 1000 is driven by two basic elements: trigger objects and action objects.

These elements each operate on two layers: the software-interaction layer 207 and the

5 user-definition layer 205. The USIS uses Component Object Model (COM) technology

that is well known in the software arts to implement the present invention using the

functionality and capabilities of various operating system platforms (for example,

Microsoft Windows and Apple operating system (Microsoft and Windows are

trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in Redmond, Washington and Apple is a

10 trademark of Apple, Inc., Cupertino, CA). Those of skill in the relevant arts will readily

understand from the following description ofhow to implement the present invention

using the functionality and capabilities ofMicrosoft Windows based operating system in

the preferred embodiment and how to adapt the present invention to other operating

system environments, such as Apple or UNIX based machines. As such, the following

15 description ofthe invention will include only such detail as is necessary to understand

the implementation ofthe present invention, but will not include a detailed description

of the elements ofMicrosoft Windows that are as an exemplary and preferable operating

system platform used to implement the present invention in such detailed descriptions of

these elements that are readily and publicly available. The basic concepts, which are

20 necessary for understanding the system components and methods, are as follows.

Trigger Objects: Trigger objects are unique events occurring in participating

module objects. Such events can take a variety offorms that include but are not limited

to: a) the results ofuser defined activity that include pressing a function key, clicking an

on-screen button, selecting an item from a menu, entering information into a field,

25 issuing a voice command, or other user defined event; b) notifications from non-user

input sinks that include information from network data streams (for example, when a

keyword is found in a data packet from a news feed), operating system messages (for

example, when a window is activated), common software interaction protocols (for

example, when a COM method is called or a specific type ofDDE message is received),

30 proprietary messaging protocols (for example, when a scheduling program broadcasts an

alarm); and c) changes in monitored .elements of the global environment that include

BNSDOCIO <WO. .99405 12A1_IB>
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network connections (for example, whether a certain server remains available), the

system clock (for example, whether a specific amount of time has elapsed), and a state

of other applications (for example, whether an Internet browser has been closed).

Action Objects: Action Objects are unique commands for executing specific

software functionality. Such activity can include a variety of forms that include but are

not limited to: a) execution of commands inherent in the global environment-such as,

issuing standard operating system commands (for example, executing modules, opening

documents, closing windows), following commonly supported software-interaction

protocols (for example, creating objects through COM), setting accessible system

variables (for example, printer defaults); and b) execution of commands provided by

specific applications or modules that include calling exported functions (for example,

OLE automation methods, dynamic link libraries ( DLL)), setting public variables (for

example, OLE Object Properties, currently open document, currently open user resource

locator (URL)).

Layers of Interaction: Triggers and actions operate at two layers of abstraction,

both ofwhich are necessary for allowing user-definable software scripting that include:

a) Software-Interaction Layer that at this level, triggers and actions are uniquely

identified elements of participating software modules as described below. (Note that

interaction at this layer denotes interaction among software components, not interaction

between the user and a software component.); and b) User-Definition Layer that at this

level, triggers and actions have meaningful identifiers (that is, user-friendly names) that

allow end-users to script activity in their user-environment through a non-programmatic

interface.

These layers are coordinated by the Action Manager 200 components as

discussed below. The Action Manager provides interfaces for allowing users to create

trigger-action object relationships at the User-Definition Layer (that is, without users

having to know the underlying software configuration. or architecture). The Action

Manager also provides software interfaces for communicating with participating

components. Finally, the Action Manager translates user-meaningful identifiers for

trigger and action objects to and from software-meaningful identifiers for triggers and

actions.

.89405 12A1_IB>
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II. System Components: USIS 1000 is composed of three types of

components: Trigger Providers, Action Providers, and Action Manager. (Note that the

Action Manager must be a single-instance of a single module, but that Providers

(especially, but not exclusively, in object models, such as COM) can have multiple

5 instances of a single class of Provider. Unless otherwise noted, references to "Providers"

denote a class of Provider and not a specific instance. Action Manager 200 interacts

with multiple Trigger Providers through one or more triggering protocols. Action

Manager interacts with multiple Action Providers through one or more activation

protocols. Trigger Providers and Action Providers supporting one or more of the

10 protocols supported by Action Manager are considered compliant. A protocol

determining compliance makes the following assumptions: a) Providers can be

distinguished by either class or instance according to a public identifier that include but

are not limited to class ID in OLE, class name in OLE, file names (for example, for

executable programs), references to specific instantiations (for example, a process

15 identifier, to specific windows ofrunning applications, to specific objects in object

containers); b)each Provider's elements (that is, triggers or actions) are distinguished by

a communicable identifier that include but are not limited to a system ID in COM, an

integer value, a unique string; c) Action Manager 200 has access to both Provider

identifiers and element (that is triggers and actions) identifiers through one or more

20 interfaces shared with Providers that include but are not limited to the system registry

(for example, the OLE class database), common interfaces for software interaction (for

example, COM interfaces), proprietary interfaces for software interaction (for example,

a specific OLE automation method, a call to a function in a shared library, a specific

window message); d) Trigger Providers can notify the Action Manager 200 when

25 specific events occur through a shared interface that include but are not limited to

common interfaces for software interaction (for example, COM interfaces), proprietary

interfaces for software interaction (for example, a specific OLE event, a specific

window message); and e) Action Manager 200 has means of invoking actions in Action

Providers through a shared interface that include but are not limited to the operating

30 system (for example, executing an module, opening a document), common interfaces for

software interaction (for example, COM interfaces), proprietary interfaces for software

DNSDOCIQ <WO. _9940512A1_IB>
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interaction.(for example, a specific OLE automation method, a call to a function in a

sharable library, a specific message).

Trigger Provider Proxies and Action Provider Proxies enable non-compliant

Trigger Providers and Action Providers to participate in the system. Proxies support

5 both Action Manager compliant protocols and other protocols for interacting with non-

compliant Providers. The protocols supported byboth Providers and Action Manager

operate at the Software-Interaction Layer. The Action Manager also supports protocols

that operate at the User-definition Layer. How specific system components implement

USIS protocols and interfaces is described in more detail below.

10 Action Manager: The Action Manager 200 establishes the connection between

the Software-interaction Layer and the User-definition Layer by associating Provider

and element identifiers with identifiers meaningful in a specific user-environment. The

user-environment identifiers enable scripting of specific types of software interaction

without requiring the user to know about the underlying software architecture and

1 5 configuration. In order to manage this software interaction the Action Manager must

support protocols for software interaction, for user definition, and for translation

between the Software-interaction Layer and the User-definition Layer. The Action

Manager supports the following protocols at the layer of software-interaction: a) a

means
:

ofidentifying Trigger Providers; b) one or more interfaces and protocols for

20 gathering trigger identifiers from available Trigger Providers; c) one or more interfaces

and protocols for receiving notification of triggered events from Trigger Providers; d) a

means ofidentifying available Action Providers; d) one or more interfaces and protocols

for gathering action identifiers from Action Providers; and e) one or more interfaces and

protocols for using the action identifiers to invoke specific responses in Action

25 Providers.

At the layer ofuser-definition, the Action Manager supports one or more

interfaces and protocols for creating, editing, and deleting Trigger Scripts as discussed

below. Finally, the Action Manager includes three sub-components for translating

identifiers of triggers and actions to . and from different layers of interaction: a) a Trigger

30 Pool, b) an Action Pool, and c) a collection of Trigger Scripts.

BNSDOC1D: <WO _9940512A1_IB>
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The Trigger Pool: A Trigger Pool 201. enables the translation of triggers

between the User-definition Layer and the Software-interaction Layer by associating

Trigger Providers and identifiers for their triggers with identifiers tailored to the user-

environment. The Trigger Pool is essentially a list oftrigger objects available to a

5 specific user-environment, wherein each list item includes: a) identifiers requisite for

software-interaction protocols that include i) an identifier for a Trigger Provider (class

or instance), ii) an identifier for a specific trigger within the Trigger Provider identified,

and c) an optional list of parameters that can be obtained from the trigger; and b)

identifiers requisite for user-definition protocols of a user-meaningful identifier for the

10 trigger and (optionally) an identifier for the Trigger Provider.

The Action Manager supports the following functionality for maintaining the

Trigger Pool: a) means of learning about software-defined identifiers for triggers and

Trigger Providers available in the global environment (that is, providing one or more

interfaces for learning about available triggers; b) one or more selective interfaces 305

1 5 that are programmatic (for example, a COM interface, a DDL) and/or user-driven (for

example, a dialog box, a menu command.) for generating the Trigger Pool 201 (that is,

assigning user-meaningful identifiers to software-defined identifiers and storing to a

central list); c) one or more means of saving thecurrent state of the Trigger Pool and

restoring that state at a later time and another location (for example, reading and writing

20 a file, serializing to and from an OLE compound document, reading and writing system

registry entries); and d) one or more interfaces 306 used to query the Trigger Pool for its

content, in particular the user friendly identifiers for available triggers.

The Action Pool: The Action Pool 202 enables the translation of actions

between the User-definition Layer and the Software-interaction Layer by associating

25 Action Providers and identifiers for their actions with identifiers tailored to the user-

environment. The Action Pool is essentially a list of actions available to a specific user-

environment, wherein each list item includes: a) identifiers requisite for software-

interaction protocols that include an identifier for an Action Provider, an identifier for a

specific Action within the Action Provider identified, and an optional set of arguments

30 that can be passed to the Action Provider; and b) identifiers requisite for user-definition

protocols that include a user-meaningful identifier for the Action and (optionally) an
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identifier for the Action Provider, and a directive on which instance of an Action

Provider class should perform an action-that is, a new instance, the first available, or a

specific instance.

The Action Manager supports the following functionality for maintaining the

5 Action Pool that include: a) means of learning about software-defined identifiers for

actions and Action Providers available in the global environment (that is, providing one

or more interfaces for learning about actions); b) one or more programmatic and/or user-

driven interfaces 307 for populating the Action Pool (that is, assigning user-meaningful

identifiers to software-defined identifiers and storing to a central list); c) one or more

1 0 means of saving the current state of the Action Pool and restoring that state at a later

time and another location (for example, reading and writing a file, serializing to and

from an OLE compound document, reading and writing system registry entries); and d)

one or more interfaces 308 used to query the Action Pool for its content, in particular the

user.friendly identifiers for available actions.

15 Trigger Scripts: The Trigger Scripts associate specific trigger identifiers with

one or more specific action identifiers. The Action Manager 200 maintains a collection

of Trigger Scripts, allowing them to be saved in some form (for example, in a

compound document, in the system registry). Each trigger script includes information

necessary for software interaction, including: a) an identifier for an instance of a Trigger

20 Provider; b) an identifier for a specific trigger offered by the identified Trigger Provider;

and c) a list of actions, wherein each list item includes an identifier for an Action

Provider (including information specifying the scope of activation [for example, within

a new instance of an Action Provider, within a specific previously created instance of an

Action Provider]), an identifier for a specific action in the Action Provider, and an

25 optional set of parameters.

The Action Manager 200 supports the following functionality for maintaining

Trigger Scripts that include: a) one or more interfaces 309 (that is, selectively

programmatic and user-driven) for creating Trigger Scripts (that.is, allowing users to

associate a user-meaningful identifier for a trigger with one or more user-meaningful

30 identifiers for actions and then storing the corresponding software-meaningful

identifiers in a list, wherein the translation between user-meaningful and software-
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meaningfiil identifiers refers to the Trigger Pool and the Action Pool created for a

specific user-environment); and b) one or more means of saving and restoring the

Trigger Scripts at a later time and another location (for example, reading and writing a

file, serializing to and from an OLE compound document, reading and writing system

5 registry entries).

Trigger Providers; The Trigger Provider is a software component that

maintains a list of events each associated with a unique identifier. Compliant Trigger

Providers support one or more of the trigger protocols also supported by the Action

Manager. Non-compliant Trigger Providers can participate in USIS 1000 through a

10 Trigger Provider Proxy, which translates protocols not supported by the Action Manager

to and from those which are supported. Instantiations of compliant Trigger Providers

and Trigger Provider Proxies must each include the following: a) a list of scriptable

triggers (for example, mouse-click of an on-screen button, selection from a menu,

receipt of an updated message) each associated by an identifier compatible with one of

15 the protocols supported by Action Manager (for example, OLE ID, integer value, unique

string); b) one or more compliant (that is, supported by a protocol also supported by

Action Manager) interfaces for.publishing the list of identifiers for scriptable triggers to

the Action Manager; and c) one or more compliant interfaces for notifying the Action

Manager ofthe identifier of a scriptable trigger when the event associated with it has

20 occurred.

Action Providers: The Action Provider is a software component that maintains

a list of commands each associated with a unique identifier. Compliant Action

Providers support one or more of the activation protocols also supported by the Action

Manager. Non-compliant Action Providers can participate in USIS 1000 through an

25 Action Provider Proxy, which translates protocols not supported by the Action Manager

to and from those which are supported. Instantiations of compliant Action Providers and

Action Provider Proxies must each include the following: a) a list of scriptable actions

(for example, opening a document, drawing a chart, making a request for data available

over a network, and navigating to a specific URL) each associated by an identifier

30 compatible with one of the protocols supported by Action Manager (for example, OLE

ED, integer value, and unique string);, b) one or more compliant interfaces for publishing
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the list of identifiers for available actions to the Action Manager; and c) one or more

compliant interfaces for allowing the Action Manager to use an action identifier to

invoke a specific command.

EQL Action Manager In System Configuration: In a preferred embodiment of

5 the invention, the Action Manager 200 is implemented as a C++ object using C++

programming language within an OLE container application designed for execution

within the Windows operating system using well known OLE programming techniques.

A "container" is defined as a software component having multiple contained

applications. As is well known in the art, this container application is associated with

10 menu bars, optional scrolling view bars and partitioned display areas. Within these

latter display areas, there can be text, graphics, multiple applications, and the like. An

example ofthis is Microsoft WORD word processing program (a trademark of

Microsoft Corporation). The containing application is both a Trigger Provider and an

Action Provider, for which the Action Manager object provides a proprietary interface

1 5 fonexecuting USIS 1000 protocols within a software module. The Action Manager 200

is also an OLE automation object participant, using OLE automation methods and

events for executing the USIS protocols using multiple independent software modules.

4k The Action Manager sub-components are also implemented as C++ objects.

There is not a one-to-one correspondence between sub-components (that is, the Trigger

20 Pool, the Action Pool, and Trigger Scripts); rather, this preferred embodiment of the

Action Manager stores a collection ofC++ objects corresponding to Providers. (Note

that a single Provider object can be both a Trigger Provider and an Action Provider,

hence the use of a single object to implement both types of interfaces). Each of these

Provider objects is uniquely identified to the Action Manager by the concatenation of a)

25 a string representing the OLE Program ED, which corresponds to the identifier for a class

of Provider, (for example, "Navigator"; "DynamicQuote") and b) a string representing

the object name, which corresponds to a sp ecific instance of a class ofProvider (for

example, "Services
11

as an instance of the Navigator class; "Commands" as another

instance of the Navigator class; "DynamicQuote.2" as the second instance of the Quote

30 class).
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Aside from providing a unique key for locating the Provider object within the

mapped collection (which is an ordered and searchable object containing other uniquely

identified objects-see Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC) documentation), this

concatenation serves as the software-meaningful identifier for a specific Provider. This

mapped collection implements part of the functionality of both the Trigger Pool and

Action Pool, each ofwhich must store software-meaningful identifiers for Providers.

User-meaningful identifiers for the providers can be retrieved by using the Program ID

to lookup a user-friendly name in the system registry using the Windows operating

system; alternatively, the object name can be used as a user-meaningful identifier.

Each Provider object stores a collection ofuser-meaningful identifiers for the

actions its supports (if any exist). A software-meaningful identifier is mapped to each

user-meaningful identifier. This mapped collection implements the remaining

functionality of the Action Pool, which, stores action identifiers both for the Software-

interaction Layer and for the User-definition Layer.

Each Provider object also stores a mapped collection of software-meaningful

identifiers for the triggers it supports (if any exist). A "DWORD" value serves as a

unique key for locating the trigger within the Provider objects trigger collection, as well

as a software-meaningful identifier, representing part ofthe functionality of the Trigger

Pool. Although the Provider object does not store the user-meaningful identifier

(another element of the Trigger Pool) within this collection, information in the trigger

collection and its parent object (that is, the Provider object) is used to retrieve a user-

meaningfiil identifier for a trigger at the time it is configured (that is, the software-

meaningful identifiers for the Trigger Provider and the trigger are used to request the

user-meaningful identifier of a trigger from the Trigger Provider itself).

In addition to performing the functionality of the Trigger Pool, the trigger

collection also implements this embodiment's version of Trigger Scripts. To each

"DWORD" value in the trigger collection, the Action Manager 200 maps a collection of

scripts, each of which specifies a software-meaningful identifiers for both an Action

Provider and a specific action. Each script is optionally associated with a parameter

collection (that is, an ordered collection of data elements, each ofwhich can be passed

as an argument to the Action Provider for the specific action).
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The mapped collections that implement the functionality of the Trigger Pool, the

Action Pool, and Trigger Scripts are persisted in a compound document managed by the

application containing the Action Manager object. This document stores changes made

by the user through user-interfaces, as well as those made by software components

5 through programmatic interfaces. Note that the Pools and the Scripts have some default

'configurations (that is, values that are inserted into the document at the time of object

creation, but that are editable after initiation) that are read from a proprietary, location of

the Windows operating system registry or other programmatic interfaces for modifying

the Action and Trigger Pools and creating Trigger Scripts as discussed below.

10 Trigger Providers: In the preferred embodiment of the invention, compliant

Trigger Providers take the form of a) OLE automation controls or b) the application

containing the Action Manager object. Compliant Trigger Providers maintain a

collection of software-meaningful trigger identifiers (a DWORD value in this

embodiment), each ofwhich is associated with a specific event. Trigger Providers make

1 5 themselves visible to the Action Manager via the trigger publication interface 301,

trough which they pass a DWORD value identifying a trigger to the Action Manager

objecfe200, which stores the DWORD value in the Trigger Pool 201 as described above.

This/interface 301 has two implementations in this embodiment ofUSIS: a) a set ofC++

methods exposed by the Action Manager within a software module (that is, within the

20 application containing the Action Manager); and b) a set of proprietary OLE

Automation events exposed by compliant Trigger Providers to the Action Manager.

Trigger Providers notify the Action Manager when an event which is associated

with a trigger has occurred via trigger notification interface 302, through which they

pass a DWORD value identifying the event triggered to the Action Manager object 200,

25 which uses the DWORD value and the identifier of the Trigger Provider to locate a

Trigger Script to execute. FIG. 3, as discussed below, outlines what happens within the

Action Manager from the point it.receives the trigger identifier through the trigger

notification interface from the Trigger Provider. This interface 302 has two

implementations in this embodiment of USIS: a) a C++ method exposed by the Action

30 Manager within a software module (that is, within the application containing the Action
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Manager); and b) a proprietary OLE Automation event exposed by compliant Trigger

Providers to the Action Manager.

Trigger Provider Proxies, in this embodiment, are implemented as OLE

Automation controllers and OLE Containers. The application containing the Action

Manager is an example of the OLE Container type of Trigger Provider Proxy. As a

proxy, it supports both Action Manager interfaces 301, 302 and interfaces 310 required

by specific kinds of non-compliant Trigger Providers-in this case, OLE Automation

objects that do not support the proprietary OLE events implement in this embodiment of

the Action Manager. The Proxy enables non-compliant Trigger Providers to participate

in the system by assigning OLE events in the non-compliant component to unique

DWORD values, which the Proxy then uses in protocols compliant to the Action

Manager. For example, the OLE Container version of the Trigger Provider Proxy would

query (through conventional OLE methods) the OLE automation events provided by a

non-compliant Trigger Provider. This Proxy would then assign a unique identifier to

each event, publish the events to the Action Manager through a compliant interface 301,

and wait for a notification of the occurrence of one of the events through conventional

OLE protocol. Upon receiving a notification of an event from the non-compliant Trigger

Provider, the Proxy thennotifies the Action Manager through a compliant -interface 302.

From that point, the flow of action is identical to that which occurs with a compliant

Trigger Provider.

Action Providers: In the preferred embodiment of the invention, compliant

Action Providers take the form of a) OLE automation controls and b) the application

containing the Action Manager object. These controls maintain a collection of software-

meaningful action identifiers, each ofwhich is associated with a specific command or

method. Action Providers make themselves visible to the Action Manager via the action

publication interface 303, through which they publish a string value and a DWORD
value identifying an action to the Action Manager object 200, which stores these values

in the Action Pool 202 as described above. This interface 303 has two implementations

in this embodiment of USIS: a) a set of C++ methods exposed by the Action Manager

within a software module (that is, within the application containing the Action
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Manager); and b) a proprietary, but publicly accessible, section in the Windows

operating system registry.

The Action Manager executes actions stored in a Trigger Script via the

activation interface 304, through which the Action Manager invokes the methods stored

in Trigger Script in an Action Provider. FIG. 3 as discussed below outlines how the

Action Manager determines what action to invoke in what Action Provider in the

process of executing a particular script. This interface 3 04 has two implementations in

this embodiment of USIS: a) a proprietary command message for invoking actions from

within a software component (in this case a type ofwindow message as might be used in

typical Windows based applications); and b) a proprietary OLE Automation method

exposed by compliant Action Providers.

Action Provider Proxies, in this embodiment, are implemented as OLE

Automation controllers and OLE Containers. The application containing the Action

Manager is an example of the OLE Container type ofAction Provider Proxy. As a

proxy, it supports both Action Manager interfaces 303, 304 and interfaces 3 1 0 required

by specific kinds of non-compliant Action Providers-in this case, OLE Automation

objects that do not support the proprietary OLE events implemented in this embodiment

ofthe Action Manager. The Proxy enables non-compliant Trigger Providers to

participate in the system by assigning OLE events in the non-compliant component to

unique action identifiers, which the Proxy then uses in protocols compliant to the Action

Manager. For example, the OLE Container version of the Action Provider Proxy would

query (through conventional OLE methods) the OLE automation events provided by a

non-compliant Action Provider (for example, Microsoft's Web browser control). This

Proxy would then assign a unique identifier to each OLE method, publish these methods

to the Action Manager through a compliant interface 303, and invoke the method when

necessary (that is, when the Action Manager executes an action the proxy through a

compliant interface) through conventional OLE protocols. Until an action in the Proxy

is invoked through a compliant interface, the flow of execution is identical to that which

occurs with a compliant Action Provider.

Referring to FIG. 2, which is a flow diagram illustrating the method 204 of

configuring the action and trigger objects using USIS shown in FIG. 1 in the user-
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definition layer 205 section. A user begins the configuration at step 40 by assigning

trigger objects to the assigned action objects from the Trigger Pool and Action Pool. A

user selects at least one trigger at step 42 and an action object from the Action Pool at

step 44. At step 46, a determination is made whether there are any arguments. If there

5 are arguments, then specify that argument for that action object until there are no more

arguments to specify at step 50. At step 52, specify the Action Provider. At step 54,

determine whether there are anymore action objects to assign and if so, go to step 44. If

there are no more action objects to assign, go to step 56 and save the script for a specific

trigger instance if selected at step 58 in the Collection ofTrigger Scripts 203. At step 60,

10 determine whether to save a script for a Trigger Provider Class at step 62 in the

Collection of Trigger Scripts 203, ifnot go to step 64 and determine ifthere are more

Trigger Objects to configure in USIS. Ifno more Trigger objects are to be assigned,

then end the process at step 66.

Referring to FIG. 3, which is a flow diagram illustrating the method 206 of

15 executing the action and trigger objects using USIS shown in FIG. 1 in the software

interaction layer 207 section. A user begins the execution of a trigger object at step 70

when the Action Manger 200 receives a user specified input event associated with the

assigned trigger object previously defined in the method 204 in FIG. 2. At step 72, get

Trigger Provider Class, Instance, Trigger ID (the parameters). At step 73, find the

20 Script for the Instance, Class or Default from the Collection of Trigger Script 203. At

step 74, a determination is made whether a Trigger Script is found for the Class

Instance, Class or Default and if not, the execution ends. If there is a Trigger Script, go

to step 76 and obtain the Action object from the Script (Action Provider ID and Action

ID) and then proceed to step 77 and determine whether are arguments. If there are

25 arguments, then get and set the argument for the action in step 78 until there are no more

arguments as determined by step 79. Then at step 80, find an Instance of the Action

Provider (Mew, first available, or a specific) and then proceed to step 82 and execute the

Action Object. At step 84, determine whether there are anymore actions in the Script to

execute. If there are more Actions to execute, go to step 76 again until there are no

30 more Scripts. At step 86, the execution process ends.
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FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary and preferred use of the invention, which is part

of a system and user-environment that provides financial data services to subscribers

through desktop terminals from commercial financial information databases. The

terminals can also display other information received from local connections

5 independent of these commercial databases. Trading information from various

exchanges, news services, and private databases typically flows into a national computer

center 10 over conventional means (not shown). In the national computer center the

information is processed to form a file of transaction and quotation data.. Derived files

of statistics on individual securities and markets are also maintained. Additional files of

10 data useful to a subscriber are maintained, including dividend, earnings, and forecasting

information for a variety of financial instruments
:
stocks and bonds.

The national computer center 10 is connected through an information

transmission structure 12 including transmission lines, regional data centers, and

concentrator sites (all not specifically shown). Other services, independent of the

15 financial data, are provided from third party services 13 by conventional means of data

transmission. At a typical subscriber's site, a subscriber server 14, which can be

multiple servers collectively shown as the server 14, is connected to the information

transfer structure 12 and third party services 13 and through a local area network 15 (or

the Internet) to a plurality ofbranch terminals 16. Three are shown but there could be

20 any practical number. Preferably, the server 14 is a NT or UNIX-based machine

executing either NT or UNIX operating systems with an appropriate application

program interface (API) and the terminals have a Microsoft Windows-based operating

system in personal computers (PC) which run a commercially-available user interface

such as the Microsoft Windows NT system. The architecture of a branch terminal such

25 as a terminal 16. NT and UNIX are trademarks of their respective corporate entities.

Referring to FIG. 5, the terminal 16 typically includes a commercially-available

PC 17, which is capable of supporting concurrent execution of a plurality of application

programs 18, 19, and 20. The application programs 1 8-20 are interfaced through an

OLE container applications 22 that is joined conventionally to a graphical user interface

30 .24. The graphical user interface is a software system which aliowis a user to directly

manipulate the application programs 1 8, 1 9, and 20 by means of conventional I/O.
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devices such as a CRT display 25, a keyboard 26, or a mouse 27, or other user specified

device, or all ofthem if desired. A file manager 30 is alsoprovided which opens,

maintains, and closes files on behalf of the navigator function 22 and the graphical user

interface 24. The file manager 30 operates in conjunction with one or more peripheral

storage devices such as a direct access storage device (hard disk drive) 31

.

Referring to FIG. 5, the GUI 24 ofthe present invention is shown in connection

with graphical display and control of executing multiple active applications, and in

particular, financial service applications. In the preferred embodiment of the navigator

function 22, the Reuters Plus (a trademark of Reuters Limited) financial service

navigator is used on a platform operating system with GUI capability, preferably

Microsoft Windows 95/98 or NT GUI. The navigator function 22 and interface 24

manage and control the contents ofthe "container" having multiple active application

modules. Although the preferred embodiment of the invention has a user interface 24

based on Microsoft Windows operating system, the container can be implemented in

any number of different GUI operating systems.

The navigator function application 22 is a software program written in the

well-known C++ language and is capable of being compiled and executed on a PC

processor such as the processor 17. The navigator application function il can include

macro-instructions called a keystroke or mouse "hook" which interfaces the navigator

function 22 with the keyboard 26 or preferably uses a mouse 27 or other user defined

input (for example, voice recognition). This function can be understood with reference

to the Programmer's Reference: Functions, published by Microsoft Corporation

(1987-1 998) for the Microsoft Windows operating system. As an example of a user

interface input control, either a keystroke or mouse control hook function intercepts all

input keys or mouse actions and passes them to a keyboard hook or mouse processing

routine in the navigator function 22 for processing before they are passed to

theapplications. An exemplary form for a navigator uses the keystroke hook function

that enables the navigator function 22 to detect user specified actions in response to

which the navigator function invokes certain actions. The keystroke hook function is

discussed in detail in commonly assigned U.S. patent 5,721,850 entitled, "Method and

means for navigating user interfaces which support a plurality of executing
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applications." The preferred navigator function 22 is the container that encompasses

multiple applications using Microsoft ActiveX/OCX "object" technology for

implementing these application objects. It is understood, however, that application

objects can be from any .application that meets the API specifications of the GUI.

5 The terminals 16 can include a market quote application which is a container for

displaying multiple service applications (objects). In the preferred embodiment of the

navigator function 22, the Reuters Plus financial service navigator 22 is used on a

platform operating system with GUI capability, preferably a Microsoft Windows 95/98

or NT GUI. These multiple financial service application modules are ActiveX object

10 designs using the API of Microsoft Windows operating system, which are linked to

databases over the LAN 15. These objects can include multiple financial information

services from sources such as Dow Jones News, Reuters, EDGAR SEC Filings and the

like ^nd Internet Web sites such as Yahoo (EDGAR and Yahoo are trademarks of the

Securities Exchange Commission and Yahoo, Inc.). These applications are listed in the

1 5 application table of the navigator function 22. Other services available from third

parties may be provided to the terminals either through the system structure 10, 1 2 of

FIG:?4 or by the third party services 13. These third party services are supported by

third*party applications, such as the application 20, that co-executes with the navigator

function 22 in a terminal. Third party programs may include, for example, the

20 Microsoft WORD and EXCEL programs (WORD andEXCEL are trademarks of

Microsoft Corporation). The navigator function 22 also maintains a system

configuration file. The system file is maintained for the purpose of establishing a set of

window characteristics definitive of a set of system windows and is used as a point of

reference in navigating through window configurations. In addition, each application

25 (including the navigator function) maintains its own window configuration buffer which

is used, when the application executes^ to keep the current parameter values definitive of

the current configuration of the application's window. Such buffers include window

configuration buffers and are maintained in real memory. Various methods and

apparatus currently exist for allowin a GUI to support many different applications.

30 Furthermore, portions of data, or objects, can be shared between the different

applications. For example, the third party services as illustrated in FIG. 4 can be
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applications that interface with other applications such as a Microsoft EXCEL

spreadsheet application as well as word processing application such as Microsoft

WORD word-processing program. • Using Microsoft Windows, a selection of

spreadsheet cells of a Microsoft EXCEL spreadsheet can be placed inside a WORD
document. In this example, the EXCEL spreadsheet is an "object server" document, the

selection of spreadsheet cells is an "object," and the WORD document is an "object

container" document. The WORD container document is a conventional document,

except that it provides a "client" window for the object. As a result, the object is either

linked or embedded into the container. When an object is linked from the server

document to the container document, a user may edit the object by making changes to

the server document. When the object is embedded from the server document to the

container document, the user may edit the object inside the container document by

accessing features ofthe server document's application.

Referring to FIG. 6, a financial service navigator application window 100 is

shown, and in particular, the Reuters Plus (a trademark ofReuters Limited.) application

made by Reuters, New York, NY. This application provides current market quote data

to financial service professionals. This window typically could appear on a terminal

display 25. The navigator window 100 includes a menu bar 102, an application object

execution button bar 104, and a display areas of multiple financial application objects

106, 108, and 1 10 on a display screen. Exemplary application objects 106, 108 and 1 10

contain research, market data news fundamentals and analytics in one window. An

Internet Web browser 1 16 can be incorporated in the container as one of the application

objects and shown in part of the display as seen navigated to the Yahoo web site. Each

ofthe buttons in the bar 104 represents particular object window viewing for a selected

financial service application. Adjacent the top of the application object display are

button tabs 1 12 for control of the container, each ofwhich identifies a functionality such

as printing, searching services and the like within an one of application object programs.

In exemplary form, the invention USIS method can be executed by activation of the

view properties menu item 120 by "clicking" thereon using a mouse or other user

specified input device.
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The service application objects 106, 108 and 1 10 are controllable objects using

the Microsoft NT OCX container-type programming. These applications include a Web

browser capability with an array ofthird-party information sources, combined with

real-time news and market quote data package that reflect several segments of the US

equity market. This application allows a user to integrate their own proprietary

functions with Reuters Plus application. By combining market data and third party

information providers with a customer's intranet and the Internet, a user can access all

this information simultaneous on a single screen. A number of different third-party

providers include: fundamental data on US stocks from Market Guide, mutual fond data

from CDA/Wiesenberger, CDA/Spectrum institutional holdings data, earnings estimate

data from IBES and Disclosure's EDGAR service. Other features of the Reuters Plus

application can include 32-bit-type container applications that support client and third

party applications such as Microsoft EXCEL spread sheet application and WORD word

processor application, Reuters News and Dow Jones News Service commingled and

searchable with Reuters news Internet browser included in the Reuters Plus application

to allow seamless integration of company intranet and Internet information with market

quotedata.

-the Reuters Plus application containing financial market quote data also

provides personalized action management of events by allowing a u6er (for example, a

broker) to create unique association of triggering events with a series of resulting

actions. These customized action management triggering events effectuate any

combination of service application action objects (for example, these include displaying

of Chart History of a security, and then sending the chart to a printer or fax; going to a

user designated display page, and requesting on that page a quote, headlines, and

information from EDGAR filings). These actions are assigned to a triggering event (for

example, a double.clicking.on a field, a hotkey or combination of hotkeys,^ generated

active icon button, a balloon menu associated with a particular Active-X object in an

application object). To initiate execution of the USIS method, a user clicks on the Setup

control button 120 in the menu bar of the Reuters Plus application 1G0.

In FIG. 7, an Action Manager window 150 of Reuters Plus application is shown

where user selects a trigger, which in this case is a double clicking on a field "Block
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Count" in one of the trigger providing modules. This window also allows a user to select

a trigger and configure, or assign a series of actions to it.

In FIG. 8, an Action Manager window 160 of Reuters Plus application is shown

where user assigns or removes an assignment of a series of actions to the previously

selected trigger in FIG. 7, the trigger, which is double clicking on "Block Count 1

' field.

In FIG. 9, an Action Manager window 170 of Reuters Plus application is shown

where user assigns a series of available action to the previously selected hotkey "F9"

(not shown). This window allows a user to edit previously configured triggers.

Many users ofReuters Plus utilize the US1S in order to facilitate their trading

activities. As an example, a broker selects a field inside a quote service module, and

configures a double-click trigger for that field to produce a display of historical chart,

headlines, fundamental data, and send this display to a printer. While consulting with a

customer from a Reuters Plus workstation, the broker can double-click on the specified

trigger field, and the desired actions will follow. As another example, a broker selects a

conditional trigger of an alert set to indicate that a security of interest reached a specified

price. The broker configures this trigger to produce a chart display for this security,

print it, and also send a message via e-mail to his or her associates and pager device. If

a security of interest reaches the price specified by the trigger configuration, even in the

case that the broker is away from a Reuters Plus workstation, an alert will trigger the

desired series of actions: a printer will print a chart for that security, the broker's

associates will get an e-mail tailored to the triggering event, and the broker will receive

a pager message.

Although the foregoing invention has been described in some detail for purposes

of clarity of understanding, it will be apparent that certain changes and modifications

may be practiced within the scope of the appended claims. Adaptation and optimization,

as well as others within the abilities of those of skills in the art, may be performed on

the system and methods disclosed herein without departing from the scope and spirit of
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the present invention. Consequently, the scope of the invention is not limited to the

specific examples given herein but is set forth in the appended claims.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1 . In a computer system that having a digital data processor, a display

coupled to the processor, and a user interface coupled to the processor and the display; a

method for selecting and executing user-defined programming interactions within the

5 system, the method comprising the steps of:

a) initiating a user defined action manager process for accessing both: i)

an action pool comprising multiple action objects, and ii) a trigger pool comprising

multiple trigger objects, wherein subsequent execution of a selected trigger object

causes execution of associated selected action objects, and each selected action object

10 comprises executable object oriented interacting programming within the computer

system;

b) selecting and inputting to the user interface at least one of the trigger

objects to define a triggering event;

c) associating at least one action object with the triggering event;

1 5 d) monitoring and detecting for the triggering event by the processor; and

e) executing the at least one action object defined in step c).

2. The method of claim 1 , wherein step a) includes providing the trigger

objects that comprise inputting user-defined interaction to the user interface by an input

device selected from the group consisting of a mouse, keyboard, touchpad, and voice

20 recognition device.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein step a) includes providing the trigger

objects that comprise inputting any combination of previously user-defined parameter

monitoring input from executing applications that include information from network

data streams, computer system operating messages, application interaction protocols and

25 scheduling programs having alarm broadcasts.
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4. The method of claim 1, wherein step a), the trigger objects comprise

inputting any combination of previously user-defined parameter monitoring input from

status changes in hardware configuration of the computer system that include a data link

connection, a computer clock generated event, and a status of operation of applications

within the computer system.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein step a) includes providing the action

objects that comprise inputting any combination ofprogrammable functions that include

an operating system of the computer system, and application programming interface

protocols that include creating objects through operating control extensions (Active

X/OCX objects).

6. The method of claim 1 , wherein step a) includes providing the action

objects that comprise inputting any combination ofprogrammable functions for

executing specific modules capable of calling exported functions using object linking

andiembedding (OLE) mechanisms, dynamic data exchange (DDE), dynamic link

libraries (DLLs), and functions that establish OLE properties:

.'V

7. The method of claim 1, wherein step a) includes providing and

controlling access to the action pool by an action provider.

8. The method of claim 7 includes providing the action provider with

compliant capability.

9. The method of claim 7 includes providing the action provider with non-

compliant capability through a proxy.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein step a) includes providing and

controlling access to the trigger pool by an trigger provider.
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1 1 The method of claim 1 0 includes providing the trigger provider with

compliant capability.

12. The method of claim 1 0 includes providing the trigger provider with non-

compliant capability through a proxy.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein step b) and step c) comprise steps for

configuring trigger scripts that include:

aa) determining whether there are arguments associated the action object by

using the action manager process;

bb) specifying an action provider;

cc) repeating step aa) and step bb) ifthere if there is another action object

asscdated with the at least one trigger object; and

dd) saving a trigger script associated with the trigger object.

14. The method of claim 1, wherein step d) and and step e) comprise steps

for executing triggering scripts that include:

ee) receiving the triggering event by the processor;

ff) obtaining a trigger provider associated with the triggering event;

gg) obtaining a trigger script associated with the trigger provider; and

hh) obtaining and executing the at least one action object associated with the

trigger script.

1 5
.

The method of claim 1 , wherein the providing of a computer system with

the user interface, the system including a container application that comprises a financial

information service application with multiple application objects comprise real-time

market quote data from multiple sources, the method includes providing application

program interfacing of the action manager process with the container application.
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16. A computer system having programming interaction management, the

system comprising:

a display;

a user interface; and

5 a digital data processor, coupled to the display and user interface, and

the processor includes:

means for initiating a user defined action manager means for accessing

both: i) an action pool comprising multiple action objects, and ii) a trigger pool

comprising multiple trigger objects, wherein subsequent execution of a selected trigger

10 object, which causes execution of associated selected action objects, and each selected

action object comprises executable object oriented interacting programming within the

computer system;

means for inputting to the user interface at least one of the trigger objects

thereby defining a triggering event;

15 means for associating at least one action object with the triggering event;

> means for monitoring and detecting the triggering event by the processor,

and ;

means for executing the at least one action object defined by the means

for associating the at least one action object with the triggering event.

20 1 7. The method of claim 1 6, wherein the means for inputting to the user

interface at least one of the trigger objects to define a triggering even and the means for

associating at least one action object with the triggering event comprise:

means for determining whether there are arguments associated the action object

by using the action manager process;

25 means for specifying an action provider; and

means for saving a trigger script associated with the trigger object, thereby

configuring the trigger script.

18. The method of claim 1 6, wherein the means for monitoring and detecting

the triggering event by the processor and the means for executing the at least one action

BNSDOCID: <WO 9940512A1JB>
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object defined by the means for associating at least one action object v/ith the triggering

event comprise:

means for receiving the triggering event by the processor;

means for obtaining a trigger provider associated with the triggering event;

5 means for obtaining a trigger script associated with the trigger provider, and

means for obtaining and executing the at least one action object associated with

the trigger script, thereby enabling execution of the trigger script.

1 9. The system of claim 1 6, wherein the computer system comprises a local

area network (LAN) coupled to a terminal that encompasses the digital data processor,

10 the LAN attaches to a service provider.

20. The system of claim 19, wherein the service provider includes multiple

financial data bases that provide real-time financial market quote data.
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